




KUALA LUMPUR. - 3rd August, 1946
Since the beginning of the year I’d been shuttling back 

and forth from Singapore to Kuala Lumpur, KL to Penang, back to 
KL, to Singapore, to KL, spending on average about a month in 
each place each visit. It had been one big happy tour, doing 
little work, seeing sights, and making many wonderful friends 
and acquaintances. It had almost slipped my mind that I was 

- in the army, for I had been detached from the main body of the 
' unit to which I belonged, working with the R.A.F.and with other, 

Indianised, Air Formation Signals Regiments whose discipline was 
much less strict. I had been lulled into a rosy-hazed dream- 
state, in which years might have passed by unheeded had I not 
been brought back to Sarth - bang by the cold snap of orders 
from HQ, to report back to Singapore,

Journey there, from the station was not very promising. The 
lorry left the city behind and sped through mile after mile of 
semi-jungle and I wondered where on earth we were going to fin
ish up. Finally we left the metalled road for a dusty pitt ed 
track, down which we lurched and rocked for another mile or so. 
My worst fears were realised when we came upon the encampment. 
It was an expanse of about four acres enclosed by a high barbed
wire fence, and situated on the North-east coast of the island. 
There was a thin scattering of coconut palms under which wer o 
rows of small tents, each one wi*h its flaps foiled ard tied 
back with precision exposing its contents of two iron beds, 
neatly made with lay-out of mug, eating-ivgus,plates , and boots, 
towel, and tiered blankets. Ugh.,, 1 thought - and ugh it 
There were morning parses,. fatigues, aru wr”
of petty-foggery. Fatigues were? erect uro
wire, spraying DDT over the camp and countryside
ound, digging 10 foot latrine trenches, digging fresh monsoon 
trenches after the rains had ruined the previous day;s, coolc
house duties, and 101 other sordid little pastimes. - When I 
came on the scene, the camp had no running fresh water and the 
whole of the supply - for about 500 men - had to be brought in 
dally by water-wagons.
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I was rather disconsolate over the fact ^J-t there were 
hardly any faces I even recognised. nhere my old buddies -ad 

? X knew, and though I had latterly not made mon use 
of their company, I still missed them, for we had been together 
since the very beginning. 1943* when we had been rookies  ̂seem ad 
a very long time ago. Some major reorganisationhad taken Px- 
aoe in my eight months’ absence, and even the sections - had 
known vanished, replaced by new ones with new personal. The 
new bods were generally a nice bunch; they had come from some 
unit at Peshawar, on the N.W. Frontier, and though you^* wero 
by no means green. The Young and The Green came out much later 
and as far as I was concerned they could have gone back by 
urn and not been missed. There wasn t oho same esprit aoout 
them as about the (comparitively) old guard.

To add to the misery, I was put on guard my night
there. The day after - August Bank Holiday ~ I was picked to 
remain on sentry duty at the main gate, for the day.

a wAAk of dss depressing routine - I had not been 

JoSSu^ iXtM fom the main camp, in a more densely trjed 

l£8i?iX £r. X the issuing anl receiving

liberti es • 
were no official guards or parades,

?Mide Our only boss was the RQ (a major), a regular 
Smy man of long service who hadccme up^oughthe 
wakreokoned to be a good type if you didn t cross him. Th s, 
count on it, I did. Twice.

. ..

(B1“^i^ti^  ̂ -tioe
’“oo’lo?™ to intendJto go.

"rtlon am small nativevillage ^ut 8 
Bast of our U where w. also ** a snill detaohed ««’tion,. 
It le rather revealing ot W surroundings anl see people, that x immed*a«. a./ *
tact that I'd missed the transport, and set out to s^J 
was no urgenoy about getting there, I was nu. '
special, I didn’t even know what I d do when - go- tneru, 
could go any night. But I had to-go.

I got there just after 8 lo'clc^k, anl watered 
village shops and st alls,happy doing&Su that, a a © Iler



squatted amongst his belts of silk and cotton, counting his dear's 
takings* There, under a glaring naked bulb, round which the 
night insect's buzzed and bumped, two Sikhs on a string bed ges
ticulated heatedly to each other . In a tea-shop the towkay 
(Chinese proprietor) was fanning himself and watching some of 
his customers playing a game of mah Jong: while from down the 
road came the clop-clop of a pair of Chinese wooden shoes. From 
the other side of the dusty lane came the sound of Indian music, 
and between records, in the comparitlve quiet, you could just 
hear the faint ringing tones of a Halay gong from some distant 
rong-geng. This to me was xne Breath of Life, and, as I breathed 
It in, I was conscious of a super-awareness of the minutiae of 
the scene about me. The clarity oof the air seemed to bring 
everything into abnormally sharp focus, and although the sensa
tion passed In a flash, the memory of it persisted and I went 
on my way, elated.

Just then I happened to bump Into Ghulam Lohammed, the 
Camp Contractor, and Suraj Din, the tailor. He asked me where 
I was going and I said nowhere. They were just on their way to 
another (RAF) contractor’s house, would I like to come and haxe 
some food with them? I certainly would, and we went off. I 
ate a great deal and tat ked a lot more, until I realised that I 
had stayed too long and had now missed the returning lorry which 
left Changi at 11.JO.

I was not unduly worried myself at first, and told them I 
would walk back, just as I had come. The idea seemed to horr
ify them, and they painted lurid pictures of what happened to 
people who were waylaid in quiet country lanes by daeoits. This 
rather: shook me, as I had never felt any fear on the many occa
sions I had walked back to camp long distances, in the late 
hours, through wild: country. I had,always felt so in tune,and 
accepted by the people, that it just never occurred to me to be 
afraid. But it did now - suddenly, I had qualms. At last after 
much debate, I recalled the presence: In Changi of our local de- 
taohmenti and I said I would stay the night with them, first 
ringing the RQ to tell him of my predicament and what I intend- . 
ed to do.

I got through to the RQ (he was In bed), and explained the 
score,but even over the wires I could see the old-fashioned look 
on his face. He wouldn’t hear of my intention to stop in Changi 
and "Return to Camp at once" he ordered. So darkness a daeoits 
notwithstanding, I started cut alone, and on foot.

I had not progressed very far no more than a hundred 
yards -from the village,, when a lorry came trundling alcngtte 
road. One bound for Elim Camp, as I could see from the Regim
ental insignia on the bonnet. • It was obviously not a duty 
trip it was making, by the uproar issuing from the rear. I 
put my thumb into action, and brought it to a halt. As I had
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guessed it was a highly unauthorised Jaunt organised by some of 
the reckless linemen.

Barely 15 minutes after my telephone call, I was trying 
lamely to>explain what had happened to a frankly disbelieving 
RQ. What he did think I don’t know -probably that I was try*? 
ing something on, or simply a-bad practical Joke. _ All I had 
said was that I had after all managed to get a lift, but didn’t 
specify from whom as I didn’t want to Involve the linemen, who 
were probably operating a Regular racket.

After this escapade it was no wonder the RQ looked at me 
with a Jaundiced eye. But I hadn’t finished with him yet) my 
next brush with him was as ’ -

THS NEW SPECIALIST; or, The Case of the Sub-Standard Rissole
Our urinals were made by the simple process of boring a 

deep hole in the ground, and sticking a long-piped funnel in it. 
Their life varied,but in goed ground they feated several months.

This one started simply enough. A new one was needed,so 
I was detailed for the Job. I drex? an earth-borer from the 
stores - of a tyre similar to that used in planting’ jelegraph 
poles, but ci a ox about 4 inches - and set to workr The 
idea was to sink the hole as far as the. shaft of the borer per
mitted, and then to add extensions to this shaft until the re
quired depth was reached; in this case, according to regulat
ions.- n^t ’lec J than 6 if I ramember rightly.

I ground. away merrily for about two feet without any diff
iculty, aftar which the going got a bit stiff, as was to be ex
pected. Soon, however? I wqa exerting all my strength, and the 
inches accumulated less rapidly. Not wishing to seem feeble I 
struggled manfully on, until the - going got so hard, that,not 
wishing to bust a gut in the doubtful cai se of hygiene, I rep
orted to the RQ that I had reached the limit and would approx
imately J feet do. No, it would not do. Go back and drill 
some more, until I- had reached the regulation depth. So, beaten 
I returned to my post’?* or, rather, my hole. After much strain
ing and sweating, managed at last to make a coupj.® mor® revo
lutions, taking the borer deeper, but was not able to raise the 
Instrument up with the loosened earth. This time 1 struggled 
in vain, and I was obliged to go back to th© RQ and make it 
clear to him that I could progress no further without assist

ance. He favoured me with a look that would turn a Xemou 
green with envy,and detailed my two stere nates to lend a hand. 
Together we wheeled round some more without much diffiov.lty,but 
when we came to try to lift the thing cut, found it was stuck., 
I wasn’t going to go to the RQ a third time, so one of the bth-; 
ere went. After a time he cane back and said he had obtained 
permission to procure two Jap POWs from the main camp, > (where 
there were hundreds of them) . This was the solution, I knew . If



two Jape couldn’t raise the borer, then ft was beyoni the bounds 
of possibility, for on© average Jap soldier is the equal of at 
least two average BCRs in man-power. Their muscular develop
ment and strength was fantastic.

So our Japs came, were shown what was wanted. The
So our Japs came, were shown the trouble and simple signs 

were made to indicate what was wanted. The three of us and 
the RQ too now, stood back to watch the powers in action, and 
grunting loudly in dapanese, they pushed off. rfonders — they 
made about six more complete revolutions, before coming to a 
stop. They couldn’t get it up. We all tried, but even the 
concerted efforts of the six of us were in vain. The RQ was 
getting excited by this time, and with compressed lips and 
clenched fists, he stood there like Canute before the waves. He 
came to a decision.

"Get the lorry, and a hook and tackled" he ordered. and 
we scurried to his command. We looped the chain over 
the bough of the nearest tree - it happened to be a rubber 
tree - hooked the ends on to the lorry and to the projecting 
shaft end, and had the driver more off. There was a squealing 
and grinding of motors and chains, a pause and then the tree 
gave. The only thing to do was to hook the chains over another 
tree, a bigger one further off and try again. The RQ was not 
one to be beaten by a mean hole. More grinding and roaring, 
and then a stop., th© motor revved and we held our breaths wond
ering what would give this time - the tree, th© shaft handle or 
the engine. Then. erasing, the shaft began to rise slowly, 
very sl^y, resisting every inch, until at last we saw 
bottom and the 6-inch cylinder of earth it carried. The 
hinged blades were done for - crumpled like paper.

the 
two

The RQ conceded that it would be impractical to try and 
deepen the hole further, and it remained sub-standard. We re
laxed, and used it gratefully.

Considering the first escapade and my part in the second, 
it was no wonder that my term of service arat the Rq’s Stores 
came to such an early end. After a mere three weeks respite 
there, I was shot back Again to the main camp,

ontractor and
a

Back at camp I made friers with th® Indian 
associates. There was the dhobie crewe who o^cup^o 

small brick bungalow at one corner of the camp 
clothes threshing, ironing and drying there. There was idaraj 
Din, a fair Panjabi Mussalman from Amritsar; David, an Indian 

a of a “ fond of the bottle and took 
ganja (acrudeform of hashish):Ram Dari a very dark Hindu from 

WS° con*racted gonorrhea while I was there, and asked me
Mangru. This mixed bunch 

lived together in complete amity much as mixed communities did

and did the^r



an over 45-
<TI^h^nd *“
Jhelr ?ile SlJ «« aroused the'masses « lnt.roo.mnal ’»•, /

At the other corner of the ow ™s the_ ^ler ^atow 
of the tailor, ,Sara3 Din, an elderly typ lled Hosseini the 
—®Wt-wrB&wss : 

and we were all good friends.
A few days after returning to the main camp from ^8 

I landed a Job at « ^’aSTd n^^’
dn^more^th^a^OO-line board, but this was an 800-llne Job.

It was about this time that I first male
Michael soott. J4ohael was a^^ H.
was3the you^?^of’three^lldren^.^wealth^ KeMlngton^fam- 
S;.ns g x =SF» : "“'M 
to being called, up•. e av^ whsm he arrived Easthaving personal funds and allowance » future in some
he changed his mind and resolved tomake Ithls tut eLr(ties to 
way. With this object in view he was devotlng hls ener^e v 
learning Cantonese, and hwas making quite good progress juaging 
fromthf noise s he made with the local (Singapore) Chinese. He £T^O^te“d Malay, a language whloh I had not yet att- 
JStZ'^ i'th his example, enoouragement “L^'^^XoeJ 
quickly learned the simple vocabulary - the grammar is aimosx 
non-existent. '

He had first started Mandarin as this is ths lin©ia fran®* of China, but S th^di^W of Singapore Chinese w^ 
onese, and because it was in his view, then, the more euphonious 
dialect, he took that up.

The Chinese languages are many. “*«“**• 
most of them are written the same with .minor varlatlone,_n

wo in ^andarin, «oa in HoMenM is ™ i
Because Mandarines four basic tones and J®8 ulten
too felt that Cantonese would thus be more pleasant to listen 
to than Mandarin. (I have since learned from 800d »ouroos 
that Mandarin is in.fact the most beautiful of Chinese lang 
uages to speak and hear). So having made af false start wltn 
Mandarin. I began again with Cantonese., (Later when I had fame 
mSe tl» in Kuala Eumpur, I found Cantonese was„l»tle •me as most of th. Chinese there oame, from .a different prov^. , 
oe.and sj>oke Hoktelen'. If I hadn't wasted so much time in trying
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to forget twice as much as I was trying to learn, I‘a have get 
on three times as quick. As it is I never made mush headway. 
I was learning Malay at the same time, and again I had not ths 
same keen interest in things Chinese as I had in Indian — am 
passion is the best master.

The tones I mentioned above are inherent in each syllable 
or word of the Chinese group of languages and are theoretically 
invariable, but to make matters more difficult, they are modi
fied by adjacent and dependent words. The word itself is quite 
inflexible. In Cantonese the word pin can mean whip, flat, 
transform, dispute (each is written differently), according to 
whether you say it on a rising, falling or level note,on a high 
pitch or low.. This gives six different tones. The other three 
are glottal checks on the upper, middle and lower pitch. This 
applies to the final "consonant * in a word which is not fully 
pronounced, e.g. pij^,-pak, shag, peh, where the t,k,p,h are not 
fully pronounced, but held in oheok - like the Cockney bu'*er - 
an example of the Chinese final ‘h*.. (sic)

------- _Z’ "IT™"'”. . “L—2Z? ——— ' — — *
•f—- n - ------- ------- . TT A □
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1112 A Night to Remember. Walter Lord,. Corgi .
1113 Darkness and the Light. Olaf Stapledon. Methuen,1942
1114 New York City Guide A Almanac, .1957-8
1115 History of Astronomy. G. Abotti. Sidgwick, 1954
1116 Talks on Book Collecting. Ed. P.H. Muir.Cassel1,1952
1117 8ook Collecting: More letters to Everyman. P.H.Nblr.
1118 Pope Jacynth & Other Supernatural Tales. Vernon Lee
1119 Lord Byron. Eileen Bigland. Cassell, 1956
1120 World out of Mind. J.T. McIntosh. Museum, 1955
1121 History of India. J.C.Powell-FMce. Nelson, 1958
1122 Devil Rides Out. Wheatley. Arrow Bks.
1123 Down to Eternity. R. O'Connor. Gold Medal Bks
1124 Beyond the Isma. Olaf Stapledon. Seeker, 1942
1125 Verdict on England, K.L.Bauben. Lion Press,Lahore
1126 Day It Rained Forever. Ray fradbury, Hart-Davis,'59
1127 Canlefr Bk Of r'etLr.oe.Mc>,eland 4 Mott-Smith.
1128 ii.v
1129 Second Fciidgiku. 1. Asimov. Digit
1130 Pyramids of Egypt. I.E.S.Edwa"ds. Penguin
1131 toys of My Life. Haggard. 2 vols,1926
1132 The Chrysalids. J. Wyndham. Penguin
1133, Out of the Deeps J. Wyndham. Ballantyne
1134 The Power. F. Robinson. Corgi
1135 A Case of Conscience. J. Blish. Faber,1959
1136 Seeds of Light. Edmund Cooper. Hutchinson
1137 500 Hundred Years of Printing. SJi.Steinberg.Peng.
1138 Revolt in 2100. R. Heinlein. Digit
1138 The Body Snatchers. J. Finney. Bea:on 8k
1140 Artists 4 Art Terms. Hyamson. (c.1940)
1141 IMte Your Own Bestseller.M,McKenna.Jarrolds
1142 Lady Chatterley's Second Husband.J.D'(rl1ac,1935
1143 A Princess of Mars. Burroughs. Grosset,N.Y.(1917?)
1144 Screen Process Mnting.W.Clemence. Blandford, 1959

1145 Yorkshire West Riding. Pevsner. Bound Penguin
1146 Guardian of the (frail. Whiteland. Jarrolds,'59
1147 Games of Patience. W. Jones. 1904
1148 End of Eternity. I. Asimov. Panther,1959
1149 Simplified Cataloguing Rules. P.L.A.1959
1150 Practical Key to the Canarese Language.1907
1151 Incredible Adventures. A. 81 ackwood.1914
1152 Book Auction Records, 1926-7

'1153 The Transvaal Troubled. Martlneau.Murray,1899
1154 The Transvaal from Wlthln.F1tzpatrick,1899.
1155 The Rat. P.lbttcme. P. Allan,1926
1156 Five Childhen 4 It. E. Nesbit. T.F.Unw1n,4th imp.
1157 Story of the Amuld. E. Nesbit. Unwin, 2nd imp.
1158 Not at Night. Ed C.C. Thomson. 12th lmp,1932
1159 Tales of Chinatown. Sax Rohmer,4th imp.1923
1160 L’obn of Israel. Haggard.Newnes Sped Fi lm Ed.
1161 A Winter Pilgrimage. Haggard. Long'ns Silvr Lib
1162 Bandersnatch. T.E. Ryves. (frey Walls,1950
1163 Beyond Humai Ken. Ed. J.Merri 1. Grayson,1SS3
1164 Human, E. J.Merrll. Lion Bk.N.Y. 1954
1165 Girl with the Hungry Eyes. Avon, 1949
1166 Lily of the Valley. Balzac. Nawnos, Homes Lib.
1167 The Eye Godess. O.G.S.Crawford. Phoenix, 1957
1168 Magic of Alaister Crowley J. Symonds.lbller
1169 Magic 4 the Magician (re.E.Nesbit)Streatfie1d '59
1170 Record Collecting. B.Semeonoff. Oakwood, 1951
1171 The Science Fiction Novel. Heinlein at al. Advent
1172 VOR. Jas Blfsh, Corgi,1959
1173 The American Woman. E.J. Dingwall. Signet Bk.
1174 Doors of Perception 4 Heaven 4 Sell. Huxley..Peng.
1175 Diet, of Artists 4 Art. P. 4 L. Murray. Penguin,
1176 Cinema Today. Pageant of Progress. 0.U-P.
1177 Hndbk of Science Fiction 4 Fantasy.D.H.Tuok 2 yok.

The above a - oh excuse me. The above books were acquired in the six maths 
February to Mid-August. There are several reasons why the list 
is long even so. For one thing the National Book Sale was in 
Feb. and I naturally cashed in on that: nos 1114-1121,1167 and 
a few more uncatalpgued gs they are not here at home. Then 
about April I wrote to Digit (paper-back^publishers), complain
ing that they hadn‘t notified me of the publication of Heinlein’s
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Revolt in 2100, and ordering 50 with the stern command not to 
forget again (they did too, Skylark of Space came out unannoun— 
ced) . They sent an apologetic letter and compliment ary copies 
of all their baok(sf)titles. As I didn’t particularly want 
half of them, I exchanged them for more desirable ones held in 
stock. A club auction added four more: 1162-65, and an exp
edition to Preston added 1155-60. Many others were complimen
tary copies from publishers’ representatives - 1135,36,44,45,46.

From now on the number of new books acquired will be very 
much reduced: details and explanations will be found elsewhere 
In this ish. The result of this will probably be that I will 
read my backlog, so that the books commented upon hero in this 
column will not necessarily be found in the listings. In the 
sketchy notes I have on the books read, only a few wore not my 
own •

In this category is “THE LORD OF THE RINGS". I borrowed 
this set from the shop, and am now very near to-the end of the 
last volume. What a treasure here lies indeed. A veritable 
proof that Romance is not yet dead. I’ve been a long time com
ing to It I knov/ — it’s been published*4—5 years. I had always 
intended to try it, then when I did I became bogged down in the 
rather indigestible (it seemed):' preface, and I didn’t survive 
the first pages of Chapter 1. That was about 8 months ago. 
Vin/ s opinion of it (against): then swayed me, and I gave up the 
idea. Then a holiday at the Willis’s turned the balance the 
other way. Persevere to the 3rd chapter,Walt said, and you ^11 
be hooked. Persevere I did, and hooked I was. I lived in-a 
strange sev w. yqv. the pages fled by and even the OMPA mailing 
went a?'/ .r ,1 /no end of July — unprecedented for me, who 
am mv.'s ^/elastic than many it would seem. The whole fab
ulous land the author has created exists so vividly in the mini’s 
eye that one is almost persuaded to accept it as fact« The 
atmosphere of each locality is wonderfully conveyed and each 
character is fully and personally nllvo to you. Kot'only does 
each character speak for himself, but over the broad sweep of 
the story, the characteristics of each of the various racos arc 
brought out. And above all, all is told in such beautiful 
language as to bring tears of gratitude to the watcher’s eyes. 
I say watcher, because one is not conscious of the act ©f read
ing: the effect is of standing in the field of events 
observing, but unobserved. This book is in the nature of 
a soo.^, like the Titus Groan trilogyj Stop Press: I have .'ust 
boon told by the publisher’s representative that the third book

Gor-vorghast series will be out in September. This was 
bororc strike .had become so prolonged, so it is possible 
indeed provable that it will not be nostponed till after Christ
mas, as many publishers have had to do with their Autumn books. 
And doos anyone know of any oxegotical writings on the Tolkien books: fan or pro?

Of the science-fiction "pure and simple" recently read: 
I felt The Outward Urge" (John Wyndham & L.parkos) was very 
w oak,poorly written and badly conceived. "The Soods of Light" 
was only just passable. The final result of tho quest became
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too obvious too soon; the rest - the story - was shreddy. I 
didn’t quite know what to make of "A Case of Conscience". I 
shall read it a second time, that’s certain. Superficially it 
ie quite a dull, pedestrian story^ That it attempts to be no 
more, is made obvious, and the theological question is all. I 
don’t think fiction should be that didactic. But on the other 
hand, here is a mind shattering problem book, a poser in Dogma 
that searches some pretty deep places of the mind.

“The Devil Rides Out”. A book of this type, a classic 
you might call it, is one of those that should be read quite 
early on in one’s career. I have just read it. It is a good 
book, tho not only fa it sadly datedin style ("with one panther-like 
spring the Duke thrust him aside and bounded from the room ) but 
it also suffers from being a prototype,and like most prototypes 
it is rather crude, but vigorous. Wheatley obviously owes a 
debt to Crowley's works and reputation. In passing I was rath
er shocked by some of the gauche writing: Chap.2, "The fellow’s 
a mute," whispered the Duke. "Deaf and dumb." '.

The next one I want to mention is "The Golden Pharaoh",tut 
unfortunately, as I only borrowed this, I have no note of 
the author, or translator - for it was written in French. All 
I have down is the publisher - Burke; and the book was written 
primarily for Juveniles. But the subject cf King Tutankhamen 
has always fascinated me, and lacking the definitive three vol 
ume work of Carter & Mace (Tomb of Tutankhamen), I felt this 
might be a reasonable substitute. In addition the book seemed 
to be of quality, having won all sorts of awards and prizes .The 
reading is swift and. exciting, and in parts, I was moved by the 
des or inti on of the -^al cf the famous Egyptologists: Belzoni , 
^y whose persistent effort the key to the entrance of the Great 
Pyramids was found; Champoilion, and his precocious boyhood en
thusiasm for ancient tongues, and his eventual translation of 
the hieroglyphics of the Rosetta Stone; Howard Carter and his 
most incredible tenacity and faith in the diseoveiy of the Tomb 
of the Boy King in the Valley of the Kings. This last is an 
epic tale, surely the greatest in the history of archaeology. 
The fact that some inaccuracies are present did not detract from 
the pleasure I got from this book. (For instance Ohampollicn 
did not translate the hieroglyphs unaided and from scratch as 
the book infers.) I’d like to recommend this to everyone. It 
also includes a very elever historical reconstruction of the 
contemporary attempt of robbers to plunder the tomb, and 
they weren’t successful. For this was the only 
bomb in Egypt that survived untouched since ancient times. 
Gaining all the furnishings and accoutrements as installed , at 
the burial. (The reason why is told in "The Golden Pharaoh".)

I’ll Just skim quickly through the reat of the list, as I 
haven’t much to say about theqi.

A night to Remember, and Down to Eternity are both books on 
the Titanic disaster. The former, and best known, is much more 
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graphic and give® a sense of immediacy; the latter gives more 
background, and at th® end, gives a better summing up, hut b 
are very good. Verdict on England is an Indian's reply to 
Beverly Nichols’s Verdict on India. Lady Chatterley’s Second 
Husband was nothing like D.H.Lawrence & it was translated fro® 
the French* 1146 is a resume of the Arthurian legend. Th© 
Rat is the-book of the film and illustrated with some stills, 
with Ivor Novello as The Rat a haunting, nostalgic tale. Lily 
of the Valley is a fictional portrait of the English woman,Jane 
Digby, Lady Ellenborough, with whom balzao had a short aff air 
when she was in Paris. This is the woman of whom I have writ
ten several times in this column - perhaps you may remember oy 
rhapsodic appraisal of her life in ''Portrait of lantho"; and in 
"The Wilder Shores of Love", the book which, I might say, has in 
-fluenoed my reading more than any other book in recent years - 
with the exception of "I, Claudius". And it is now available to 
all in Penguins. Get it - get it * get it. And when you have 
read it, thank me for introducing you to four off the most incr
edible women, and then go back to Morphs 9, 14, 16, 18 and maybe 
others, in which I have mentioned books about them.

I keep promising myself that every Brqdbury I buy will be 
the last. In this new one of his, there is no progress. The 
same old recipe, the same saccharine similes. The Times Lit. 
Bupp, expresses my sentiments exactly, so I can do no bettarthan 
to quotesthem."..his imagery reminds one of that section of the 
Readers5' Digest which used to be headed 'Picturesque Speech and 
Patter .The Day It Rained Forever (reads) like th© glossy ad
vertising copy to be found in Life or the New Yorker where the 
copywriter is advertising the I960 Chevrolet, and begins, ’When 
you were a boy, you dreamed big,’", and so on. True?

There is something very convincing about Wyndham’s writlag. 
Something beyond which even the sf fans judgement has no bear
ing. There must be for it to have caught the general public's 
fancy so. For his first three (Triffids, Kraken, Chrysalids!, 
are among the best sellers on the Penguin list; no mean feat, 
when you consider his rivals - Homer, Hemingway, Wodehouse and 
Plato,

As for Tuck’s new 'Index', I can only gasp at the it 
must have entailed. It is almost flawless in production and 
text. What abdication to carry through an operation like thia 
not only once, but twice - the second time being al~o~t Vz.'Us 
the work.

fANSBDtSHB by Rider Haggard in ths (US) Armed Services Edition, 
this is a paper back issue!during the war to US & other 
forces. Also want an American edition of She, published 
by Grosset and Dunlap about 1926, containing stills from 
the film of that period.
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CW TRAILS (Wild) Ani that’s that says Bobbie looking back on 
a year’s CE-ing well done. Many thanks are your due, 
but It-A® a thankless task isn’t it? Hi, Ron.

MARSCLO (HayeTT A mag with a striking and confident air. Some 
things I went for - the Stigmatized Nun, the USA/Canada
deals, the Mouse and the Centipede joke; but not curling* 
Thought the letter section was a bit off, too.

PEBBLES IN THE DRINK (Harvard & Dodsworth) - Hoey*. Illegal, il
legal: non-members) I go along with this. -

TALES FROM THE OUBLIETTE (Mercer) Not much real progress thish. 
LET GEORGE SAY IT (Raybin) If you examine my text, George,you 

will see that I didn’t say in as many words that Ground 
Zero was a phewd-zine. Awright, awright, that’s what X 
meant e And I’ll stand corrected, as GZ certainly does 
not consist largely of feud-type material as I said. And 
it’s not your fault (or Belle’s, since you were oommextlng 
on-my comment on her zine*.)that I got the idea into my 
head that GZ is what I said.

ARCHIVE (Mercer) Merced & Worst. You don’t say anything of par
ticular import this time - but I leve the way you say it.

PHENOTYPE (Eney) Read. No comment - most unusual, by Jove.
BLUNCB (Sa»iy) 10. Vln/rf, your voice (typer?) will be missed in 

OMPA, is this a sign that you’ll appear elsewhere??ll Sp
ring flong. 12. Huh. Hah*.

INTRO TO SYNERGETICS (Hayes) Sounds faintly like Dianetics and 
General Semantics. What’s this Round Robin Lark?

ERG (Jeeves) Ard a warm welcome to you. What a pity tou’ve bee - 
missing Tales from the Oubliette (or have you?)5 -Cos you 
are in the running with you criminal Kornan Tale.- 
lite Data - just what I wanted. I've been collecting gen 
on air speed records, this’ll go nicely with it.

NANEZ (Gerding) Your prognosis sf the Great American Vice and 
Sickness is keen. Can’t agree - disagree, as I’m not in 
possession of enough facts, but your ”no sense of histor
ical values” sounded pretty accurate. That this is the fz 
of an experienced ed. is apparent. Looking forward to more.
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Our 
Also

JD-ARGASSY 43 (Hickman) V.G.indeed. 9th Aug,JD-A46 came.
ROT (Ashworth) LoveS your Gibber!ngs and 1 nearly choked on the 

last. To me your Mesoalin Experiment was the most inte
resting thing in the mailing. I’ve been trying to gat 
hold of some of this stuff ever since Huxley wrote about 
it. Where, melad, did you get it? Mayhew’s short bit 
on the results were not so good as Huxley’ 0, -Philip Toy- 
ribee a even less 00. Toynbee said he had a "full-blooded 
hangover • I have a small collection of -cutting©a on 
this bizz if you’re interested Mal. Keep off Lysergic 
Acid tho - dangerous (IE you can get it). Worth wait- 

fiwAN snS A°V mQan ’ not Lys^gio Acid SWAN SONG (Harris) Good for you Chuck. Good for you Bob. Good 
for us faans.

ESPRIT^(Buckmaster) This zine should be subtitled the magazine 
for enquiring minds: - amongst which Daphne’s is the most 
enquiring. One system of Anarchy is described in Krop
otkin s book Mutual Aid.' Witchcraft discussed sounds a 
lot different to Crowley’s type: spells, invocations to 
spirits, qabbala, grand rituals and hierarchies. Your 
lecturer sounded like a fugitive from tho Homeopathic /

Spiritualist sot. Exceptionally interesting fmz, - 
tVATQ a \tG badly duped. (E. 10 arrived early Jun,ta.; 
r aw (Dietz) _f our braces is your suspenders, and our suspen

ders is your garters, what do you use for garters? 
garters are bands of elastic to keep up stockings, 
don t you use "braces" for anything, so we can extendtho 
chain the other way? -Sorry, but I missed your eyes’. If 
they are the colour I’m thinking of, then they are my fh- 
yourite. x call it, amber - a sort of light translucent 
browny gold. (Very rare, I’ve only seen 3 or 4 in my lif4. 
New xork is quite a complicated city topographically; it 
always puzzled me that it should be largely on Long Is.1 
and that the bit the other side is an. Island too, and the 
bit on the real mainland, is only small and unimoortant. 
Have you any idea why they call it Th© Bronx? It’s odd ' 
why some places get a definite article put in front.Like 
The PanJab, The Gambia, The Argentine, The Ukraine. You' 

rpw ^h@ Canada'or The Texas. < ■521®’ ST (Linwood) Not enthusiastic - sorry. I like some Jazz 
books, interpretative, biographical, w.h.y., but E.O.’s 
' reas . of Jazz didn t appeal to me, and Ive lie ver read ary 
jazz fiction.(Don t-misunderstand mo,tho,~ I’m not ag?> 

spying done it. Your writings are usually worth 
atzap s that they don’t always appeal to me.)
oxz.au (Burn)' I-can t agree with you. If the Mob & common Herd 

can t get their booze when and where they want it, . then 
the-Lav/ should be changed. The majority shall rule.The 
Ego/Id piece was a good idea, but I think would have im
proved with keeping in the cupboard a bit, and then re
writing. I liked it though.

THE LESSER ELEA (JKClarkc) One might say this was a stimulating
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3Upem^^ But probing under the argumentative patter, one is farced to.the .conclusion 
thought'is loqae’&^the phrasirig

and the-direction of reasoning is changed to suit‘the arg- ’ 
gment and adopted .line . This conclusion must of course 
be supported by instances: so turn tq page - dammit Joy 
number em - (3), ths last 3 or 4 lines!"a certain amount 
((of newspaper reportage ) has 1 to be taken on trust or 

be impossible". The last phrase I would call
V as 8 meaning conveys'so little... Then, as she

■' Say? of argument ,to absurdity...7 h J?now that Luton beat Norwich in the Cup?" Tmv 
shouldn't be necessary to' expatiate on

- of that argument", surely 1 On page
« f she an about face and says "Newspapers are ruled by people who dictate what, are to be thepolio- 

who. ©buck out to the w.p.b. photos that do^ not ' 
if that policy. Come now, Joy, you can’t have
IL ?ays’ weever you might say, there are two dif
ferent view-points here. I hate to waste space in what 
S ?QQto ^\Q?s biok®r^> but when a woolly-minded wo- SXS (about me) moment, oonsidoS one

ea£-‘0°wardly. .lazy", one ought to take steps 
®LthJ* Sets, her illusions back: at least, if one 

despairs finally of tact. As a matter of interest has• no-one ever told you how thoughtless you are, Joy! of o?-' 
b®* P®0*1® para, where yiuwnum-you can soejand^on- 
be^l ?f course you would not

jolly good for yout 
1 ::^-..e-/e;r■. leu probably just do-not

nfh™? y°u re <ioing it; but I6d watch it if I were you - 
otherwise people might think you were trying to be spite- 

f tty? malicious, abusive and. contentious. (Hey! you
. to get one of these Thesauruses, they’re purdy^goodi 

is of course quite off the main track ■ of the orfgi nal ^f^sslon, w^^^ a matter 6f. Opi£ion &
t-propose now to pursue further. Everyone is 

entitled to hiser opinions, but when they begin .ignoring 
4^ 11 ' Pt cii'T "I 4* 4 ... . J.. ’t agree withhas tn S sulting to such persons, reasonable discussion 
has to be dropped, because they cannot use reason. It 
seems such people can only understand emotional vendettas 
his What right-minded fan wants to W-

Si ^i^the foul abuse that has been moatac l
And ifUwhafhTn °n J'? Jyle/bietz pantomime, for instance. S Sh f7?U»+ °J yle 6n page (re.poisbning 

n 1 * then what is.? So I's neu-
us all Now P11S °n ~ S°d hQlp m®’ Ge<i hQ1P

wm fmiiafT* N°W ,let s s° on to something nicer .likeW Mitvnl B°b Leman on the subject of Top40
en^ovabS aas.Grlts .Syut 4 j_P ^oream. A
enjoyaoie mag altogether.
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Although time presses - ghu'. today is ONE DAY AFTER DEAD
LINE - there are one or two things I want to burble about: like 
that reference in Winged Fancy to why I would be getting * fewer 
new books. The reason for this is that I have left my lob* at 
Chester as a (new) bookshop assistant; and hit out on my own.

During the recent LaSFaS holiday in mid-June, whilst thp 
main mob was sunning itself in Ibiza, I paid a visit to Walt in 
Belfast, & on my return I scouted round Liverpool for vrem^ee. 
I didn t find any for myself initially, but fknew Norman want- 
to move, so I found him a new place, and moved into his old of
fices. Put like that it sounds quick, easy and effortless. I 
assure you it was not - we are still sorting ourselves out. Now 
I am to be found (sometimes) at 12A Rumford Place, and Normanis 
at 81 Dale Street, one of the busiest streets in the city. I am 
dealing in second-hand and antiquarian books. So you see my l^b- 
rary will increase even more from purchases of libraries and so 
on. For this reason it ■will be impossible in most cases to give 
the price paid for a single book bought with a quantity of oth
ers, so I have discontinued the idea.

litt 1 e 
town", 

live
looking

What a pleasure it is tc be back again, working in a liv
ing city. Chester aspires to the title ’city* as It glorified by 
a cathedral surely the ugliest in Britain,-but it Is 
more than a village: pop: 45,500. Liverpool,"dirty ol' 
tho it is (in parts) like any city’s worst areas, is a 
entity; bustling, thriving, busy with the present and 
toward the future - unlike Chester, living in its east- the ar
istocracy and county families in one of the last ditches. In a 
big city(Liverpool's working population is about 1.500,000)peo
ple aren t co curious- about how much their neighbours are earn
ing, who-their parents are and whether they are U or non-U - so 
much more egalitarian.

When I was reviewing a fanzine recently, I said I cou Id 
hear the editor s voice reading the words. Actually I find it 
quite interesting, because it does not always follow. It struck 
me while reading a US fmz, that the fellow was writing American 
or rather USese (there jes8 alnt no word for it). and I was read 
1ng it in English naturally enough. Canadians, Australians, I- 
rlsh, & Bronzers ^whatss the correct word here, Belle?)1 all read 
the English language in theur own respective accents, unless they 
happen to know the writer. In many cases when the writer is
known, it is possible, indeed likely, that he will read it in
the voice of the writer. What the essentials are for the voice 
coming thro I don’t know because I find some of our best wrl-- 
ters voiceless , while others of lesser note come thro1 loud & 
clear ■ For Instance I can hear very clearly Archie Merger E^y- 

Raeburn, George Raybin, Bob Madle, Pete llyl^ 
NGW, Bobbie Wild, Joy Clarke and many more. Whereas the follow
ing are dumb and I read them in my own accent: Walt Willis 
Mal Ashworth,-Sandy Sanderson * 
Buckmaster, Ted Tubb (1).

accent: ,
, Ellis Mills, Ken Bulmer, Daphne 

Maire of that lot what you can/will.
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(2) List any of the following who have expressed particular int
erest and knowledge of Space (a) your clergyman (b) doctor 
(c) dentist (d) lawyer (e) clerks in shops and stores (f)

.. policemen (g)' bus drivers (h) taxi-drivers (1) children & 
(j). others .,...................................................................................................

(jY Lid you read or hear much about Space before Sputnik wentup?
(4) Have you talked about Sputnik more/about the same/less than 

about other front-page news items?
(5) Have you talked about Sputnik to anyone with whom you usually 

don’t discuss news events?..... If so, why?...................................

(6Y Have you listened esp ecially to discussion of the technology
' ' apd/or implications of Sputnik by any particular persons to 

whom you don't especially attend with regard to news events? 
..... .................................................. ..............................................If so,why?

Part 3. 'WHAT d6° YOU THINK ABOUT SPACE?
(1) Do you personally feel that the effort to put man into Space 

is good or bad?........................................................................................  
W hy?............................. .............................. .. .................................................

(2) Do you think those efforts will have any effect on your own 
life?.................................If so, what effects do you foresee ?

(5) Would you like to be one of the first people to explore Space?
..............  Why?........................................................... .. ........................

(4) How do you feel about the Russians' putting a deg into Space?

(5) lie you schocked by their willingness to let it die alone, 
or ^0 you believe It is necessary for animals to test whet
her Space is safe for Man?............................... ..

(6) What aspect (or aspects) of Sputnik I and Sputnik II mede the 
deepest impression on you? (placing the most important first.

(7) What difference do think it would make to the human race if 
other life equivalent to human life were to be found in the 
universe?......................................................................................................

(8) Suppose this extraterrestrial life were superior to the hu
man race, what then?.............. ................. ..............................................

(9) When you ponder such questions, do you think not enough/ 
enough/too much attention Is being to scientific research?..

(10) Do you think not enough/enough/too much attention is be
ing paid to research in the humanities?........... ......................

(11) What do you think of the outlook for homo sapiens?....................
(X) Religion?.......................(Y) Religious?.......................................

Please return to John Roles, 26 Pine Grove, Waterloo, Liverpool 22.
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A molecule saw
Another
From afar and: thither hurried

With irresistible urge

For conjugation.

Alas. -

The bodies met

In conflagration.

What a pity!

C.T.

Hey, Joy! I've now heard Tom Lehrer. Norman has a record 
and I heard it-on Sunday. Very much like acid drops. My pref
erences are The Old Dope Pedler, The Irish Ballad, and the Waltz

You must excuse that effort at the top - it just came out.

I was going to mention a book I'd read (mostly) "The Great 
Tide , about the aw ful flood disasters on the Essex coast some 
years ago, but Chuck is not with us anymore. Perhaps you London 
folks may be interested in it. It reads rather like a minute ly 
detailed Titanic tragedy, in that every minute of the bad hours 
in each different location is described, with personal anecdotes

Well it s now 10:00 p.m. and if I'm to get this off tomor
row I must start the presses rolling. -Actually, as I type this, 
everything is duped, bar pp 7,15 & this, 16. The exception a 1 
point about this issue is that it is the first I have produced- 
entirely on my Gestetner-type rotary. (Excluding the cover) As 
you will patiently observe the duping is not of the best. But 
I am getting the bugs out of it one by one. The faint blotches 
t'hat appear I have now traced,with the help of observations by 
Vin/ Clarke, to the top drum (not the bottom one Vin/(, strangely 
enough)'. This drum has two or three fissures in it, which tho* 

have thot it, interfer quite considerably with th© 
distribution of the ink. But I have just discovered,(only on pp. 
13,14 that heavily inIcing on these fissures seems to solve it to 
a certain extent.

LORPH No. 21. Published and written by: - 
JOHN D. ROLES, 26 PINE GROVE, ’WATERLOO, LIVERPOOL, 22, ENGL AND



A Revelation Indeed1.

qATANt q SttS0?3 d?Wn °n NZ fanS 'SATAN S uHILD (Ratigan) The Women/ken argument. I have thot n+ 
times on the question of women's high heel/ r 1 at

come, fashion bX whXlXX „h „ ?S
" to X ?X’ X are 80 th^ 1 °™ ’S 
end to the fad. High heels fulfil a double nurnose Th™ X8 a Xy an«x ln that Iona a woX- XX oS

? 8h heQls ” a ooquettish carriage. (In oth-X^ X?6 ?6°ny’ but th°y '"°ar it well)? The 
oth^r factor is the simple effect of being lifted + 5° an0X°r X XX : toin8^

X° X t0 hla paStaer? £ 
insoluble paradox of this sick ago we live in Dorothv 
Prof gXX? b° XX’X ln ^rioan »<«»" §

In 1957^1 JtheSVorW1 .““"’X4 1 alsooveroa the Macabre 
PERINDEUS ^Moorcock)' PltXpiX p Sla“G °n ?ou f°r running out.

JD-ARQASSy (Hickman) 45,46 X I XX-X
hcwV T’m *x xxx
hold my gazo. My first fooling about her bk

win ^ilty aS [° lts Practicality. The Barr Bra
will not be every woman*s cuppa. I’m for an «n 
Ssi JR “E=WS s-»s

SGVeA^Cnrr°O?iOnS t0 Bob‘® report. M.A.D stan^^for Mer- 
sey And Dee-side. The River Deo is the river narall h L 
the Mersey & separates the Wirral peninsula (nX ofXn 
shire County) from Wales, as pltcuM he-re? (P * °f Gh°“ 
Secondly: Dave Newman had nothing 
to do with the writing or product-

^aat & Flrst Fon"' Tt was }|\!5H /
ty John °wcn and VfA i-*ibStan Nuttall, with additions from ' ' /

rat Doolan (now Milnes) ,Norman,me.
and perhaps fragments by one ortwobJ.kXW^^^others. The music was selected by
Stan Nuttall, but Norman Shorrock • x--t 
alone had the long trying task of 
dubbing it in, and "producing" it 
generally, ®

fC i XI
C.HESHlRf
Chaster
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